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We Will Show You The Way By Editor JAMES ROBERTS

Last night was the first time this summer we had the special ceremony known as ‘The Way’. This is a tradition close to
everyone’s hearts here at Menominee, a time for reflection and celebration of what we have done this week. (It
normally occurs on a Sunday evening, although due to some inclement weather we moved it to last night instead). As
we finished off Twilight League and had our other nightly rituals by showering and getting Canteen, it was time to
head out to The Way. As we walked from the Canteen to the far side of the soccer pitches, we did so in silence. This is
the best opportunity of the week to take a moment to reflect on everything that has happened during that week, and
how much fun has been had. As we arrived at The Way, we were met with an incredible fire made by our CIT’s
including ALEC GAU and KASE RATZLAFF. The subject of this week’s ceremony was one of the Menominee traits,
Attitude. Here is what Gavin Bramwit had to say about Attitude: “Attitude, it has a major impact in our everyday lives
at camp. The way you carry yourself through victory or defeat affects not only you, but all those around. Having a
positive and mature mindset is crucial when dealing with any situation in and out of camp.

What Attitude Means To Us By Editor JAMES ROBERTS

Last night at our first Way ceremony, we put our focus on one of the core traits of the Menominee way, Attitude. Every week at
the way, we recognise a Menominee value and reflect on how it has positively influenced us that week. Last night at The Way,
CIT GAVIN BRAMWIT spoke about what attitude means to him at camp and why it is so important. It was great to see an older
member of the Menominee family capture the audience, as younger members paid attention to everything he was saying and
clearly showed that they want to learn how to be a successful Menominee man. Here is what he said: “Attitude, it has a major
impact in our everyday lives at camp. The way you carry yourself through victory or defeat affects not only you, but all those
around you. Having a positive and mature mindset is crucial when dealing with any situation, in or out of camp”. The following
eight individuals displayed a positive attitude this past week at camp and were recognised at The Way, Congratulations to you all:
ELI NAMORDI, SIMON MANN, MAX AGINS, NOAH WEISS, RYAN MARTIN, XANDER SCHILLER, SHANE SAUNDERS and ZACH
QUEN.

The Sun and Wind Saga Continues By Josh ‘Juice’
Goodman

The jam-packed day two of Sun and Wind began with ‘Runners and
Chasers’, a classic all-camp game. The objective of the game is for the
running team to go for as long as possible without being tagged by the
chasers. Team Wind member BRADY KAY showed us his juking skills,
while CALLUM SYDENHAM offering blistering pace, BRETT WEISS
showing off his ability and why he is considered a veteran of the game.
Team Sun were a different team to that of yesterday, laser focused and
ready to win. Special mention to LOUIE KANTER and GAVIN
BRAMWIT for giving Team Sun the inspiration they needed.
However, it just wasn’t enough to beat Team Wind as the Sun
came up two minutes short Team Sun still had enough time for

redemption, though, as the second activity played was the ‘Pursuit
Relay’. [This game consists of every member of the team running half
a lap around the soccer field, in a relay style fashion. The quickest team
wins]. Stars of this event include awesome speed from Intermediates
TYLER FIELD and RYAN WEIL, and counselor JONNY BLOOM. It was
Team Sun who were able to enjoy the sweet taste of victory for the
first time in this competition coming away with a three person lead.
Both teams showed great attitude and determination in these
challenging events.

Rainbow Over Sand Lake By Editor JAMES ROBERTS

After a day full of awesome activities, sunny skies and some of the best liquid
sunshine around, we got an insight into why the North Woods is one of the
best places to be, by showing us its beauty with an incredible rainbow over
Sand Lake. Times like these are the perfect opportunity to really appreciate
the place we get to spend our summer, and to not take any second of it for granted. The Friendly Confines really is the best place
to be, right here at Camp Menominee!

Q+A With Our Waterfront Director - Jeremy
Kohlenbrener
By JOSH & Eli NORMORDI and SAMMY SOSNOW
1. How many years have you been at camp?
15 years as a camper and staff member and 28 years as a post camper.
2. What is your favourite part of the waterfront?
Allowing campers the freedom to do as they please and learn new things.
3. What is the hardest part of your job?
 The slide… one at a time people!
4.  What is your oldest memory of camp?
Walking down Old Counselors Road with my Dad hearing about the meat man story when I was just six years old!

Counselor Profile

Josh Ingram
Age: 26
Camp Activities: Soccer, Head Counselor
Favorite Song: Benny and the Jets - Elton John
Favorite Drink: Vanilla Coke
Best Vacation: Majorca 2006
Favorite Movie: Star Wars Episode IV
Best Camp Memory: Beating Kawaga in 2016

Favorite Camp Meal: Roast Beef
Years at Camp: 6
Spirit Animal: Dog
Role Model: Woody
Hobbies: Soccer, Football, Movies
Favorite TV Show: Game of Thrones

